School Group Gallery Talks
The Clark’s collections connect with many areas of study for all ages and class levels. Gallery talks can
enhance student learning in general by helping students develop skills such as observation, analysis,
reasoning, and appreciating perspective and ambiguity. Gallery talks also support specific areas of the
curriculum; we tailor each gallery talk in collaboration with classroom teachers. Our approach involves indepth conversation around a few works of art rather than a tour-like visit with many objects from our
collection. Below are some popular themes that enhance typical areas of study. We also offer themes to
complement our special exhibitions.

Featured Gallery Talks
Featured Gallery Talk: Japanese Impressions
January 31 through March 31, 2017
Bring your students to the Clark and visit the special exhibition, Japanese Impressions: Color
Woodblock Prints from the Rodbell Family Collection, featuring eighty-two dramatic prints made in
Japan between the 1830s and the 1970s. These prints, many of which were created in the
tradition of ukiyo-e (pictures of the floating world), were made to celebrate Japanese culture and
everyday life and to show the beauty of the landscape. Possible topics include the techniques and
aesthetics of the woodblock tradition during this time period; the “Wabi-sabi” Japanese sensibility
(an appreciation of the beauty of the imperfect and an awareness of the transience of life); and the
relationship between Japanese woodblock prints and European art in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.

Suggested Connections for Different Age Groups: Japanese Impressions
These talks are appropriate for all grade levels and can be enjoyed as a general introduction to
Japanese woodblock prints or can be tailored for a particular area of interest or study. Teachers of
younger students could focus on nature, exploring the similarities and differences between the
images on view and the scenery they see around them, or practice positional and art vocabulary.
Teachers of upper elementary and middle school students could arrange a talk connecting
language arts with the aesthetics of the prints—exploring the concepts and effects of setting,
detail, mood, narrative, and perspective—or request a unit on poetry (such as haiku). High school
students might focus on the relationship and interplay between Japan and the Western world.

Popular Themes
Exploring Art
Students will be introduced to a number of works in the collection and will learn how to think about
and talk about art in general. First-time visitors will be introduced to basic concepts such as
composition and subject matter, and will consider the dynamics of looking carefully. More
experienced students can focus on more advanced concepts such as how and why different artists
employ different materials and techniques or how an artist uses light. All students will consider how
the arts can enrich human understanding. Suitable for all grade levels.

Art and the Language Arts
Looking at works of art offers a wonderful opportunity to think about people—the artists, the subjects
in their pictures, their personal stories, and ourselves. Some works of art illustrate specific narratives,
while others may offer excellent starting points for students to create their own stories. Students at
any grade level can enjoy exploring different types of writing using works of art as a starting point.
Many of our works of art relate to mythology and the classics, and a talk can be tailored to enhance
this unit of study. Suitable for all grade levels.

Art and Society
Works of art reflect the period in which they were made. Their original social context can be used as
evidence of how people lived in different places and times—the Renaissance or Early America, for
example. The Clark’s collection relates to the study of many different cultures and historical periods.
In addition, younger grades can focus on more general themes such as families and communities and
diversity. For older students, a talk can be shaped to address issues of social justice such as slavery,
cultural elitism, and the status of women. Suitable for all grade levels.

French Art and Culture
Depending on their education level, students can discuss the works of art in French or in a mixture of
English and French with direction from a French-speaking educator. Talks usually focus on French
works from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and students will get a sense of France’s central
position in Western art at the time. Best suited for middle and high school grade levels.

